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Here, you will

What a drip campaign is, does, and why you need one

Tips for implementing your campaigns

When to implement drip campaigns

Examples of campaigns

learn:



Let's get 
started!



What is a 
drip campaign?

A drip campaign is an automated email —or set of emails—sent to subscribers

based on specfic user actions such as a sign up or a purchase. A drip campaign

delivers your subscribers the right information at the right moment.



Why should
you implement 

drip campaigns?



nurture
Drip campaigns

your audience,

keep subscribers engaged,
and help automate your
marketing.

Let's look at an example.



Example:

A welcome email sequence is a great example of a drip campaign.  As soon as your subscribers

opt-in to receive emails, you can deliver a series of email to them in a specific order.

Sending emails in a specific order introduces your brand, builds the know, like, and trust factor, so

that you can nuture your audience towards a purchase.

You can set triggers for each email in the sequence, so that subscribers are reading your emails

in a specific order. For example, you can schedule email #2 in your sequence to send a few days

after email #1 has been opened.

Welcome email sequences
Next: More examples of

email drip campaigns



Populardrip campaigns
Next: Implementing your drip

campaigns:

After a purchase

Abandoned cart

Recommended products (based on purchase history)

Reminder emails

Renewals

Confirmation emails 

Birthday emails

Re-engagement campaigns

Surveys (post-purchase or event)

Receipts + shipping information



Implementing

Be strategic with your timiing.  Deliver information when it is most pertinent. For example, an

abandoned cart email would deploy within 24 hours instead of 2-3 weeks.

your campaigns
Do you really need an 

email drip campaign?

Know when to remove you subscribers from a segment of your list. Sending a reminder email to

someone who's already made a purchase or taken an otherwise specified action makes your

brand look sloppy.

Don't overdo it! Sendiing too many emails will result in deletes, unsubscribes, or

getting marked as spam.



Companies that send relevant drip campaigns see an 18% increase in revenue compared to

generic emails

Businesses that automate their marketing can see up to a 451% increase in qualified leads

Nurtured leads respond at a rate of 4-10x more than those who receive a mass email blast

Companies have seen up to a 20% increase in sales after implementing automated nurture

campaigns

Drip campaigns have an 80% higher open rate than single-send email
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Yes!
Let's look at 5 

blowing*

*All data from pinpointe.com

statistics.

mind-



Email 
Campaigns?

Drip
SO, ARE YOU READY TO START CREATING

YOUR OWN

I'D LOVE TO HEAR HOW THIS GUIDE HELPED YOU. 

SEND ME AN EMAIL: HELLO@LIZLYMAN.COM 

OR FIND ME ON INSTAGRAM @LETSTALKCOPY



Thank you for joining me today!
For more information + copywriting resources, visit lizslyman.com

https://www.lizslyman.com/

